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Reference for Lee White, Natural Habitats 

To whom it may concern, 

I have known Lee in a professional capacity since April 2010, whilst he was working for 
Cirencester Civil Engineering (CCE). 

CCE agreed to take on the build of a large show garden that I had designed for The Hampton 
Court Palace Flower Show on behalf of Combat Stress. The show garden was unusual in that it 
was designed not only to be of a medal winning standard for the show, but that it had then to be 
de-constructed and then to be re-built on a different site, at a later date. This made the garden’s 
construction both complex and potentially very costly. However, Lee’s wealth of experience 
within the landscape industry made this all possible. 

Lee took the build of the project from ‘green field site’ to’ award winning garden’ within 3 
weeks. The de-construction and subsequent site move was made in an equally efficient and 
effective manner, despite both the pressures of time and unforeseen problems that had to be 
overcome.  

Lee is a highly effective and resourceful manager.  He is an excellent problem solver and 
understands the importance of clearly explained, goal driven management. He is calm with a 
good sense of humour with which he injects enthusiasm into all his team (and any others around 
him!). Whilst he leads by example, he is also always ready to listen. He is comfortable dealing 
with both the ‘big picture’ and engaging with ‘detail’.  His knowledge, expertise and ability to 
‘get the job done’ have been instrumental in the success of the projects that I have engaged him 
on. In a consultative role he brings sound advice, practical experience and lateral thinking to a 
wide field of projects.  

I would have no hesitation in recommending Lee and Natural Habitat’s. I have been extremely 
happy with both the finish and efficiency of the projects that Lee has undertaken for me as have 
my clients.  

Fi Boyle 
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